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Tom Mower Sr
FaceBook 13 September 2017
Less gray hair on Katie's Dog. One AGE pill per day. 3 weeks.

Barbara Grinde
FaceBook 15 September 2017
After being on the A.G.E. Pill for 8 weeks I find that traveling is not so hard on my neck and back as it
has been in the past. Our trip to Utah last week driving to and back in 3 days then a week later
hopping on an airplane and flying across the country for a convention and sitting in the convention
chair all morning. I got up for lunch and was going to go look for a place to stretch and then I realized I
didn't need too. Absolutely no neck or lower back pain. I've dealt with this for off and on for over 2
years. Feeing fantastic.
Kate Brighton loves THE AGE PILL
FaceBook 25 September 2017
I wish to tell everyone if you contract this nasty flu that is raging everywhere, double your AGE pills
intake and they will kill it in 24 hours. I did it and so did my sister. My sister is really the healthy one
and takes it to stay young. She said her skin on the back of her hands felt much softer. Well she took
her AGE pills, twice the dose to stop the nasty bug she picked up yesterday. Today she says "Thats
incredible" today the bug has gone. I think she now has more belief in the AGE pills. When your just so
well its hard to know. As with Max and I we REALLY know it doing things. Good luck everyone.
Sisel Culture
FaceBook 15 September 2017
Yep I took it for a headache that i had all day ....took the age pill gone within hour
Jackie Christiansen
FaceBook 15 September 2017
A.G.E. PILL TESTIMONY - Arnos Moos
Joint Pain
I got a huge improvement on my shoulder joint. After 4 weeks nearly back to normal. Couldn't lift
heavy things before. No problem now!!!
Jackie Christiansen
FaceBook 15 September 2017-09-16
This explains some of the ways that The A.G.E. Pill works. Amazing! Boost your energy with the AGE
Pill by SISEL
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Jackie Christiansen
FaceBook 15 September 2017
AGE SPOTS & LIPOFUSCIN
We can see the direct effects of how we age, including age spots on our hands and face. Age spots are
a result of Lipofuscin, which is a cellular pigment made up of chunks of molecular waste. Lipofuscin
accumulates in the neurons, heart, and skin as people age. These age spots are not a sign of ill-health,
they simply indicate that the skin cells are no longer regenerating properly.
~ information from www.TruthinAging.com

Karen Hager Butler I HAVE 2 on my face that are diminishing.....KEEPS GETTING BETTER !!
Jackie Christiansen
FaceBook 15 September 2017
A.G.E. Pill TESTIMONY - Bruce in Texas
Eyes and Vision
I have cataracts and driving at night I have a problem with lights, especially headlights, causing
halo/flare effects with my sight, I was driving home Tuesday night and noticed that the halo/flare effect
was greatly reduced. The A.G.E. pill is the only thing different. It's great.
Bruce Spies
Tom Mower Sr
FaceBook 15 September 2017
A Testimonial on THE AGE PILL from Jodie Pear...
I BLEW My Primary Care Doctors MIND Today! Now HE WANTS me to set up a Phone Conference with
one of our Doctors at Sisel! HE WANTS The A.G.E Pill too!
Who WOULDN'T Right!? I'm feeling better and better Each day and Today's only Day 8 on The A.G.E
Pill! My Energy is just Amazing! My Pain levels and especially my Recovery time is almost Zero!
Tom Mower ... The A.G.E. Pill is phenomenal! A difference maker, a game changer, a life changer.....
Thanks for bringing it!!!!!
Jackie Christiansen
FaceBook 15 September 2017
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A.G.E. PILL TESTIMONY - Jerry Nelson Sr.
Pain
I have experienced improvement in my hips. I am 79 years old and thought I was going have live with
extreme pain for the rest of my life. It got to the point that I had trouble walking to the mailbox to
retrieve the morning paper. After taking the A.G.E. pill for about two months my pain has all but
disappeared. Thank you for this wonderful pill
Tom Mower Sr
FaceBook 14 September 2017
Arnos Moos says by using THE AGE PILL: I got a huge improvement on my shoulder joint. After 4
weeks nearly back to normal. Couldn't lift heavy things before. No problem now!!!
Tom Mower Sr
FaceBook 15 September 2017
The AGE Pill and ADHD amazing
Lina Alcafaras is seeing life-changing effects with her son on THE AGE PILL
I am so thankful and grateful for Tom and all Sisel Family. My son is 22 and diagnosed with ADHD and
Anxiety tried a lot of natural supplements did medication but it made him worse, I was very desperate
to help him then Age pill came out so I said to him let's give this a try , he said yes because he loves
Sisel products. He stopped school for a year because he couldn't really focus and struggling so this is
the right timing to test the age pill for him because he's back to school. After 2 days on the pill I ask
him how is it because I don't know what to expect but I have been praying so much for this to work on
him. His respond was 'It’s Great Mom" he's been on it for about 3 weeks now. He's focused at school,
sleeping better at night, happy and has lots of energy. Thanks Tom my son said you're the best
Bill DeFalco
FaceBook 18 September 2017
OMG!!! - Can this really be happening to me??? YES!!! I've lost 5 pounds in my first few weeks on
SISEL's HOT New Product - The A.G.E. PILL - And after my first 5 weeks on it, my Eyesight has become
So Much Sharper, my Hearing is Improving as the ringing noise in my ears from my Tinnitus is getting
lower and lower! My Hair is growing in Much Thicker and my Skin is Looking Younger and Healthier by
the day! My Energy Level is so Through the Roof that if I had a pair of wings on right now, I'd be Flying
Around the House! OMG! -Talk about feeling Young and Super Great All Over Again like you are Back in
your 20's - I can tell you that The A.G.E. PILL is Everything that you've heard about it - And MORE!
And Trust Me when I tell you from my own personal experience that all men over 45 who are troubled
with "EEE DEE" - Need to Get On the A.G.E. Pill - ASAP!!! - And I mean RIGHT NOW!!! No wonder why
my SISEL Business is EXPLODING in Growth! - Over 550 New Members have joined my SISEL Team
(as of this morning of Sept 8th) since The Age Pill first went on sale on the evening of July 21st! The
A.G.E. PILL has Lit My Business and SISEL On FIRE!!! Wake Up and Start Your Day with The A.G.E.
PILL - And Tell EVERYONE You Know About it - and You Too could be among the Many Tens of
Thousands of people who will be Inducted into THE MILLIONAIRE'S CLUB over the months and years
ahead. I'm looking forward to my Induction into THE CLUB in just a few months from now. And I'm on
a Mission to help as many people I can to Gain Induction into THE CLUB!
The next Big UFO sighting will Definitely be Me for Sure - SupraMan!
- Powered by The A.G.E. PILL ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
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Sally Donnell
FaceBook 20 September 2017
I have had issues with Atopic Dermatitis. Left pic not on A.G.E PILL. Pic on the right 23 days on the
A.G.E PILL.. Loving my A.G.E pill

H Duane Lucy
FaceBook 26 September 2017
I started the A.G.E. pill 4 days ago. I experienced extreme amounts of phlegm up until the time I got
up this morning. Today, I needed to blow my nose one last time, so at church I went into the restroom
to blow my nose. When I was washing my hands, I looked into the mirror; and I noticed what I believe
is a significant change. Before I started the A.G.E. pill I had terrible looking dark circles around my
eyes. When I looked into the mirror all I had were some very dark crescents about 3/4 of an inch under
my eyes. The areas around my eyes is starting to look normal. On Tuesday, my wife and I are going to
take new Before and After pictures. If I see something significant, as I believe I will, I will post the
pictures to show comparison. It also seems that my fingernails are growing faster. My wife's blood
sugar are normal where before she started taking the pill, it was always higher after she gets up in the
morning than when she goes to bed. She has being having the symptoms of a leaky liver. So, it seems
things seem to be going well.
Dana Christiansen
FaceBook 27 September 2017
It's truly astonishing to see the results everyone is experiencing on the A.G.E. Pill. Significantly more
energy, improved mental clarity and focus, hair filling in, blood pressure dropping back to safe and
healthy normal ranges, the aches and pains of middle and old age disappearing, etc. It's amazing how
our bodies can heal themselves if given the proper building blocks for repair - NAD+ in this case
I have lost 11 pounds in 6 weeks - with out changing anything else.
Katie Larking
FaceBook 28 September 2017
AGE PILL DAY 28
Has anyone else noticed eye colour change my eyes seem more blue less outer circle

